
Introduction to Windows



Introduction
This section will lay out the fundamentals of using Windows, giving an overview of the User Interface (UI) and the way that the 
Operating System is designed. 

It will also detail some recommended configurations that should be used in CyberCenturion to help tackling the challenges easier.

The modules are broken down into three Levels - Level 1 (Green), Level 2 (Yellow) and Level 3 (Red). Beginners should ensure that 
they cover all of the Level 1 and as much of the Level 2 content as possible. Returning competitors should reinforce their lower Level 
knowledge and ensure that they cover and understand the Level 3 content.

Matt Dawson, four-time finalist 
and CyberCenturion V (2018) winner
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Windows Fundamentals

Windows is designed as a multi-user UI operating system. This means that each Windows computer can have multiple 
user accounts - with varying levels of privilege - and uses a UI over a less user-friendly Command Line.

Windows itself comes in many editions - the client version is subdivided into Home, Education, Professional and 
Enterprise, while a Server edition is also available. While in CyberCenturion, you will come across Professional/Enterprise 
versions of Windows client as well as Windows Server. 
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Windows vs Linux
While Linux comes in many different distributions - some designed for running on low-end hardware, some designed for specific professions 
such as Digital Forensics or providing different servers - Windows is designed to attempt to fit all of the possible use cases. Combined with a 
simple UI which is common across all versions of Windows, it is easy to see how Windows gained such popularity. Combined with its 
granular 

However, one of the disadvantages of Windows is the amount of extra software bundled with it to make it try and fit all possible scenarios. As a 
result, critical infrastructure will often run on Linux, due to the lower system requirements to run.

Finally, Windows is proprietary paid-for software, whereas Linux is free and open source - meaning anybody can view the original code for it 
and change it for their uses. 
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Windows Configuration
Windows by default hides Operating System files and doesn't display hidden files. While this is good for system protection, it can be abused to 
hide malware and files with sensitive information. To modify these settings, type “File Explorer Options” into the Start menu and press enter, 
then navigate to the “View” tab.

It is recommended that you make the following changes:

● Hidden files and folders - Show hidden files, folders and drives

● Hide file extensions for known file types - uncheck

● Hide protected Operating System files - uncheck and click Yes in the popup

You will notice new files appearing. Unless you have reason to suspect they are malicious, they should be left alone to avoid risking 
compromising the stability of the OS.
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The Windows UI
The Windows UI is designed to be simple and 
intuitive. Located in the bottom left is the start menu, 
and links to some programs will be located on the 
Desktop. 

N.B: I’ve hidden my desktop icons in this screenshot 
- yours will contain links to files like the Read Me 
and forensics questions. 
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The Start Menu

The Start Menu is a list of most of the installed programs. This is designed 
to make it easier for the user to find programs.

Not all programs which are installed will show up on the Start Menu - 
searching for these programs will be covered later in the modules.
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The Taskbar
The Taskbar shows all running UI programs, and allows you to pin commonly used programs by 
right clicking them.
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For programs which you use frequently in the Competition - such as Settings or Computer Management - it is a good idea to pin these to the 
taskbar so they can be quickly and easily accessed. 


